ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In general, optimization refers to finding/choosing the best element from some set of available alternatives. In other words, finding the best-available value(s) of some objective function f in a given domain [1] . This scalar function f depends on one or more independent variables and the goal is to find the value of * Address all correspondence to this author. those variables where f is a minimum [2] .
Historically, most approaches to optimization use basically the Taylor's series expansion to a local-linearized approximations of the objective function. In fact, one can classify most methods for numerical optimization according to how many terms of the expansion are exploited [3] . Newton's method, for instance, is a second-order method based on the second-order Taylor polynomial approximation and therefore the first and second derivatives are required. Steepest descent, another instance, works with the first derivatives and local-linearized approximation based on the first-order Taylor polynomial. It is classified as a first-order method. In this taxonomy, zero-order methods rely exclusively on values of the objective function and do not require derivative information. They are direct-search methods, which indeed are often called zero-order/derivative-free methods in the engineering optimization community [3] , [4] .
There exist a great number of derivative-based optimization algorithms. The algorithms using the derivative are somewhat more powerful than those using only the values however they are limited in that the derivatives of both the objective function and the design parameters have to exist and if the objective function contains multiple extremum, then gradient converges to the nearest local extremum and will not find the global extremum.
However, there is no perfect algorithm for all forms of nonlinear optimization problems and it is strongly recommended that more than one algorithm be tried and compared [2] . For directsearch methods, Lewis, Torczon and Trosset in [3] advise that any practical optimizer includes direct-search methods among their many tools for optimization.
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
Optimization problems start with one (or more) scalar objective function that determines how good a solution/result is. This scalar-valued function is basically defined by the user to characterize a favored behavior of a system. The specific form of such function comes from the nature of the problem and creativity of user. However, a p-norm could be a good function for many cases [5] .
DIRECT-SEARCH ALGORITHM
Kolda, Lewis and Torczon have proposed a basic algorithm called "Compass Search" and an advanced one called "GSS" for direct-search optimization in [6] . Their ideas are summarized as a pseudo-code follow;
Given an objective function, a DOE-matrix framework and a starting point: (A DOE-matrix framework is a set of design parameters with bounds on each parameter and a minimum step size and trial step size for each parameter) We employed this pseudo-code in our frame work and in the next section describe an improved method to follow the path to the minimum using least-square approximation.
LEAST-SQUARE ALGORITHM
Least squares methods, generally, approximate overdetermined systems of equations such that the sum of the squares of the residuals becomes minimum. This method is the basis for the regression models that are frequently used to approximate the behavior of a system as a mathematical function of independent variables. We employed the least-square method to approximate the behavior of the objective function around our trial point and the regression coefficients, β , are calculated by Eq. 1 for Y = Xβ where the Y n×1 is the vector of n values of the objective function, X n×m is the matrix of n sample points in design space and m terms in the regression model, β m×1 computed from Eq. 1.
The idea of using least-square approximation in directsearch optimization, is presented as the following pseudo-code:
Given an objective function, starting point, parameter's stepsize and parameter's bounds construct a mesh or grid to discretize the design space 1. Create a DOE matrix that respects the constraints and run the DOE matrix (using MPI for example If not, move to the minimum in the regression-tested region. Find the closest node on the mesh (or 2R-refined mesh) and perturb based on the gradient computed from the leastsquare approximation on the node picked. 7. Go to 2 Both algorithms: the original direct-search and the leastsquare direct-search, are employed in this paper to solve a CWM optimization problem to mitigate the distortion of an edge welded Aluminum bar using a side-heating technique. The CWM optimization problem is to find the point in the space of side heater design parameters that minimize the final distortion. The two algorithms are compared with respect to the number of iterations, size of DOE matrix required and CPU time to find the minimum in the discussion section.
EDGE-WELDED BAR SETUP
The test setup is an edge weld on a 152 x 1220 x 12.5 mm bar of Aluminium 5052-H32. The full computational model that includes transient thermal and stress analysis is analyzed by VrWeld software [7] . CWM validation is presented in [8] by comparison with an experimental data measured carefully by Masubuchi in [9] .
The mesh employed is shown in Fig. 1 has 6600 8-node brick elements and 9680 nodes. 0.1 Wt %. The temperature dependent material properties of Al 5052-H32 were given in [9] and this data was employed in the analysis of this test. The gas metal-arc-welding process was employed to weld the specimen and the welding parameters were current 260 amperes, voltage 23 volts, travel speed 7.34 mm/s, filler metal Al-4043 with 1.6 mm wire diameter, wire feed speed 170 mm/s and the shielding gas was Argon. The specimen was allowed to cool to ambient temperature after welding was completed.
The stress analysis shows a significant Y-deflection illustrated in Fig. 2 and the goal is to mitigate this deflection in order to get as straight a bar as possible at the end of the process.
Okerblom [10] discussed different techniques for mitigation of distortion from welding. One of the techniques is to apply a transient thermal tension by side heaters [11] . This technique introduces a significant tension around the weld. The side heater's power, heated area, the distance from the weld either longitudinal or transversal are the design parameters for this technique.
The side heater source is characterized by a double ellipsoid model [12] moving parallel to the weld path. The power is computed from ηV I; side heater efficiency, current and voltage. Power is varied by changing η from 0.2 to 0.7 using fixed I and V equal to 260 amp and 23 V. Four semi-axes lengths of the parameters of the double ellipsoid geometry are assumed equal and therefore form a sphere. In effect, the area formed by the intersection of this sphere and the surface of the bar is the area that absorbs the power and therefore is one of the side heating parameters. We characterized this parameter, area, by a single value that is the radius of the sphere, R. This parameter ranges from 10 to 70 mm. The quasi-transient position of the side heater wrt the weld, can be moved ahead/behind the arc or shifted closer or farther from the weld path. We put the origin of the coordinate system on the bar's centerline and exactly below the weld tip as shown in Fig. 3 . The relative position of the side heater therefore can move in the X or Y direction. Finally, the side heater design parameters are; η, R, (X, Y), denote power, area's radius, longitudinal and transverse shift respectively.
The side heating could add plastic strain to the bar if the power density is too high. To avoid forming such plastic strain, power is constrained to be in the gray area in Fig. 4 . This plot is drawn based on the plastic strain computed by FEM analyses when the side heater is applied with no weld. The gray area shows no-plastic-strain zone. Our analyses show that if the maximum temperature in the side heater stays below 480 • K, the plastic strain does not form. Since thermal analysis requires much less CPU time than stress analysis, the upper limit of 480 • K can be used in a CWM optimization algorithm to apply this constraint.
COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
The full computational model that includes thermal and stress analysis are analyzed by VrWeld software [7] . The details of the model for transient thermal and stress analysis are described below.
Thermal Analysis
The 3D transient temperature is computed by solving the transient heat equation. where h is the specific enthalpy, the super imposed dot denotes the derivative wrt to time, κ is the thermal conductivity, T is the temperature, and Q is the power per unit volume or the power density distribution. The transient heat equation was solved with a Lagrangian finite element method [13] . The initial temperature was 300 • K. The power density distribution function Q [w/m 3 ], the 'Double Ellipsoid' heat source model [12] , was used with the heat source sizes; front, rear, width and depth set to 8, 16, 10 and 8 mm (see Fig 5) .
A convection boundary condition generated a boundary flux q [w/m 2 ] on all external surfaces. This flux is computed from Eq. 3 with ambient temperature of T ambient = 300 • K and convection coefficient as a function of temperature given in Eq. 4 extracted from [14] by interpolation of experimental data.
The time step length while welding was chosen so that in one time step the heat source was required to travel one element along the weld path. Filler metal was added as the welding arc moved along the weld path, i.e., the FEM domain changed in each time step during welding. After each weld pass was completed, the time step length was increased exponentially by a factor of 1.2 per time step until the the analysis was halted. The cool down time and the maximum temperature was 3600 seconds and 334
• K respectively when the analysis was halted. 
Stress Analysis
Given the density ρ, the elasticity tensor as a 6 × 6 matrix, the body force b and the Green-Lagrange strain ε, VrWeld solves the conservation of momentum equation that can be written in the form of Eq. 6 in which inertial forces, ρẍ, are ignored.
VrWeld solves this partial differential equation for a viscothermo-elasto-plastic stress-strain relationship using theory and algorithms developed by J. C. Simo and his colleagues [15] . The initial state is assumed to be stress free. However, if the initial stress state was known, it could be initialized in VrWeld. The displacement boundary conditions for the test removed the rigid body modes by constraining the bottom left edge to zero displacement and to constrain the bottom right edge to zero transverse motion and zero vertical motion but allow horizontal translation.
The system is solved using a time marching scheme with time step lengths of approximately 3 seconds during welding and usually an exponentially increasing time step length when welding stops.
CWM OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM FOR THE EDGE-WELDED BAR
As a CWM optimization problem for the edge-welded bar, the objective is to obtain the values of η, R, X and Y such that the If we set the position of nodes on undeformed geometry (original part before welding) to zero, the new position on deformed geometry (distorted part after welding) then can be defined as x in L 1 norm showing the nodal deformation. Total number of nodes in the L 1 norm calculation was 100 along the bottom of the bar. The next step in the multiple-design CWM optimization is to define an initial DOE matrix. Taguchi [16] introduced several DOE matrices to explore the space of design parameters with a minimal number of tests and there are a great number of optimization efforts using his philosophy [17] . Although Taguchi's approach is an efficient method, a few concerns have been raised. Some of these concerns relate to the absence of higher-order interactions of design parameters. For these reasons, other approaches to carry out robust parameter design have been suggested including response modeling [18] . Since optimization algorithms require a start point and having a good start point leads to a better optimization, this suggested the optimization be started by a Taghuchi's DOE matrix to screen our parameters wrt the sensitivity of the objective function to each parameter. Therefore, an L 9 Taguchi DOE matrix was employed as given in Table 1 and the range of variations conforms with the constraint shown in Fig. 4 .
The L 9 results show that the sensitivity of the objective function to the radius is high. This suggests minimizing the objective function, first, wrt to the radius separately. However the radius is linked to the power by the constraint (Fig. 4) and therefore we continue to minimize the objective function, wrt to the radius and power respecting the constraint. We picked a set of 4 nodes (0.04 m, 0.5),(0.04 m, 0.3),(0.02 m, 0.3),(0.03 m, 0.4) on the feasible region of the constraint and perturb Y and X with 3 levels around these nodes. This gives our second DOE matrix with 36 tests listed in Table 2 . The reason for picking this set of nodes was that the tests number 10 and 27 were available from a previous stage and CPU time was saved by reading the result. However some other sets of nodes were tested and lead to the same conclusion.
The objective function values in Table 2 show that there is no interactions between parameters: (X, Y) and parameters: R, η because perturbation in (X, Y) gives the similar behavior for 4 settings of R and η in terms of sorting the objective function ascending/descending. In other words, (X, Y) perturbation has a pretty similar response surfaces shifted in different R, η. This DOE matrix indicates the optimum configuration of R and η is on a boundary line of the constraint toward the higher value of R and η. We reduced the upper bound of the radius to 6 cm to be narrower than the bar (7 cm) and therefore the optimum for the R and η is R = 6 cm and η = 0.6, i.e, 3588 J.
In order to find the optimum value of Y and X, both algorithms are implemented: a) the original direct-search algorithm, b) the least-square direct-search algorithm.
Original Direct-search algorithm
Given the objective function, a full factorial DOE matrix, the starting point of Y and X equal zero, the trial step size of 0.0162 m and 0.0508 m for Y and X and the minimum step size of 0.002 m and 0.003 m for Y and X, the algorithm generates the data and sequences in Table 3 . This is illustrated graphically in Fig. 6 to show the path followed by the algorithm to the minimum.
Least-Square Direct-search algorithm
Given the objective function, a DOE-matrix framework, the starting point of Y and X equal zero, the trial step size of ± 0.02 m Y and X and the minimum step size of 0.002 m and 0.003 m for Y and X, The least-square direct-search algorithm results the data and sequences in Table 4 using least-square regression Eq. 6, 7 and 8. This is illustrated graphically in Fig. 7 to show the path followed by the least-square algorithm to the minimum. 
COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION
Both algorithms find the same minimum, i.e., Y = -0.025 and X = 0.012 mm. The difference is the number of iterations required to find the minimum. The original direct-search algorithm does 6 iterations in comparison to the least-square direct-search with 3 iterations. Even the first iteration in the least-square algorithm gives a very close estimate to the minimum in contrast to the original direct-search algorithm in which the first iteration is far from the final results. In terms of CPU time, each thermal analysis took about 3 minutes and each stress analysis took about 45 minutes (total 48 minutes). The L 9 Taguchi DOE matrix has 9 tests run on 3 cores with total of 2 hours and 24 minutes. The η-and-R DOE matrix has 34 tests run on 4 cores with total of 7 hours and 12 minutes. Table 5 and 6 summarized the computation time and the number of cores used in each iteration for the original direct-search DOE matrix and the least-square direct-search DOE matrix respectively.
CWM RESULTS FOR THE OPTIMUM
The objective of the CWM optimization problem was to minimize the final deflection. Fig. 8 shows the final deflection for the weld with no side heater, with the side heater without weld and the weld with the side heater. Distance is from the left bottom corner to the right bottom corner of the bar and unit is meter.
Residual stress is usually interesting information for designers along with the information on deflection. Fig. 9 shows the longitudinal residual stress in the bar after welding is complete for the weld with no mitigation, when the side heater only is applied and the weld mitigated by the side heater. Residual stress is plotted for a line normal to the weld from the top edge to the bottom edge of the bar at the mid-length of the bar. Units are Pa and m for stress and distance respectively. The weld with side heater significantly reduces the residual stress in this cross-section.
It would be a simple matter to solve a DOE matrix to minimize longitudinal residual stress after welding was complete and the bar cooled to room temperature if one chooses an objective function. The question is what objective function to choose? Two possible choices are the maximum tensile residual stress or the integral of the square of the longitudinal stress over the cross-section W 0 σ 2 xx dW where W is the width of the bar. There are many other possible objective functions. Which norm is preferred would depend on the requirements the designer is trying to satisfy. It is also possible to have multiple objective functions and compute the Pareto optimal solutions.
CONCLUSION
A least-square direct-search method is presented in this paper to solve a constrained CWM optimization problem with a DOE matrix. Its performance is compared to an original directsearch algorithm. The CWM optimization problem is to minimize distortion of an edge-welded bar by using a side-heater technique with four design parameters. The optimal solution is a heat source with 6 cm radius, power of 3588 J, located 2.5 cm behind the weld arc and 1 cm above the longitudinal center line of the bar minimizes the deflection. The deflection is plotted for the optimal design to show the improvement. In addition it is shown that minimizing the distortion, also reduces the longitudinal residual stress significantly. The method could be used to minimize the residual stress by solving a DOE matrix if one chooses an objective function.
Direct-search algorithms are more attractive with DOE matrix analyses that solve tens of computer models to explore or map the associated design space specified by a Design of Experiments (DOE) matrix to find optimal designs. In a multi-design frame-work, algorithms that use DOE matrices for more efficient searching are preferred. Such DOE matrix search takes advantage the fact that multiple trial solutions can be obtained simultaneously in contrast to sequential optimization that does search based on one-result at a time.
Coupling a least-square approximation in a regular directsearch algorithms followed the path to the minimum more efficiently in the neighborhood of a smooth basin. However the least-square approximation is not expected to work as well when the response surface is not a smooth basin, e.g., if the response surface is very wavy or rough. This is very similar to the expected behavior of a Newton-Raphson algorithm.
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